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Imaginary Buildings and Magical Lands.  Escape to a magical land of fantasy castles, forests,

floating towns, temples and doodled cities. This UNIQUE coloring book includes flying cities,

doodled landscapes, treehouses, bird houses, butterfly houses, secret forest doors, ornate temples,

castles, underwater ruins, magical buildings, fortresses, a steampunk airship and even a concept

campervan!!  Imaginary Buildings and Magical Lands contains high quality illustrations for coloring

in, taken from the unique hand drawn artwork by best-selling coloring book artist Steve "Squidoodle"

Turner.  Here is a full list of the illustrations you will receive in this magical book: 1) Viaduct Doodle

Town 2) Forest Steps 3) The Clever Hermit Crab 4) Secret Forest Door 5) Crowded Planet 6)

Undersea Ruins 7) Steampunk Airship 8) Botanical Gardens 9) Hidden Village 10) Architectural

Concept House 11) The Gingerbread House 12) The Butterfly House 13) The Rocky Road to

Fortress Doodle 14) The Treehouse 15) Villa Rooftops 16) The Cathedral 17) Flower Castle 18) The

Birdhouse 19) Close to the edge 20) Doodled Russian Palace 21) Fairy Toadstool 22) Floating City

23) Castle At Night 24) The Clocktower 25) Buildings Mandala 26) Busy Doodled Street 27)

Doodled Temple 28) Cloud Land 29) Ruins in the trees 30) Concept Campervan   All illustrations

are printed single sided so you don't have to worry about bleed through to the next illustration if

you're using pens.
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"I love the artwork. Castles and magical lands have always intrigued me. I loved the idea of coloring



those designs and making them my own." - Bayb Heart.Â "I love the paper you used for your art

work .. it really is easy to color on and as someone else said about the types of paper &apos;&apos;

it has good teeth " love my book and the alphabet book and the smaller book. THANK YOU for

sharing your amazing talent !!" - Terrie Woodford."The pictures are so much fun to color because

you can really use your imagination with colors" - Marilyn Lewis.Â 

Doodle artist, Steve Turner (aka Squidoodle) is a "doodler" as his nickname would suggest. His

weapons of choice are common amongst this breed of illustrator - all his work is carried out using

pens and pencils. Like many "commercial doodlers", Steve's work embodies the doodle aesthetic

yet defies the strict definition of being "drawn aimlessly" through his thoughtful, ornate compositions

and themes. He draws inspiration from nature, robots, skulls, zombies, animals, steampunk and

more. Visit Steve's website www.squidoodleshop.com to download loads of free drawings which

you can print and color, and sign up to regular special offers and news.

This coloring book has 30 hand drawn landscapes and each one is completely different.The pages

are not perforated so when you tear the pages out of the book you would need to take care not to

tear the actual image. There are no borders around the drawings. The paper is good quality and

white in colour. The printing is black and it has been nicely printed. I coloured in using alcohol ink

pens and they bled through to the other side but if you use colouring pencils you will not have this

problem. The printing is all done on the right hand side of the book and the left side is blank (reverse

of the picture is blank and not double sided printing).The drawings are all hand drawn making them

unique and easy to colour although in some parts there are very small areas to colour in. I found the

book a pleasant challenge and I really enjoyed colouring in a few of the pages. At the back of the

book is a free download.Some pages that you can expect to find in this book are truck/house, tree

house, toadstool house, mandala of houses, underwater and underground house, bird house and

many more. They are all a bit wacky, quaint, unusual and very imaginative. The one of a princess

castle is probably my favourite together with the unusual modern building. I really believe there is

something for every taste in this book and I really think it is special. All "Squidoodle's" books are

very creative and unique with a lot of thought that goes into them. I have a few of his other books

and this one is just as nice.I have added a few photographs and will add more when I have finished

colouring them in.

just got this and I love it!! The pictures are whimsical and east to use your imagination when



coloring--you can make anything any color you want cause it's imaginary. Check out Steve's other

books too.

Squidoodle never disappoints. This book is awesome. Love the images. The paper is your normal

createspace paper, no big deal to me. You either like it or you don't ya know. Awesome book highly

recommend.

I got my copy of Steve Turner's Imaginary Buildings and Magical Lands..... I am totally in love.

Beautifully drawn and great subject matter. I am totally thrilled. YOU are going to love it too

Big fan of 'doodle. This one doesn't disappoint. I love the fact that he hand draws his art instead of

using a computer to create it. Good quality book as far as paper and binding, too.

A very awesome book!

Great Book! I love all the scenes. Some are simple some very unique. This is my first book by

"squidoodle" but it won't be my last!!!

Not a detailed book. More for young kids. Large pictures, would need crayons for this type of

coloring.
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